
 

 

Historic Rally Club of NSW and ACT 
 

Minutes of meeting held on the 26th September 2019 
Nepean Rowing Club, 

Bruce Neale Dr, Penrith NSW 2750 
 

Meeting opened at 10:15am by President Mike Batten 
 

Apologies: Steuart Snooks, Winton Brocklebank 
 
Present: Mike Batten, Dave Johnson, Ian Packard, Rob Mifsud, Starr Mifsud, Mal Sinfield, 
Arthur Evans, Graham Thompson, Barry Ferguson, Peter Reed 
 
Correspondence: None 
 
General Business  
 
1. Review 2019 Black Stump Tour (BST) 
 
Each member present was asked to give their comments on the 2019 BST: 

Dave Johnson:  Lack of experienced officials made running Closed Road Special 
Tests (CRST) difficult as more officials were needed than for navigation Sections. 
Also, possible duty of care issues an on-going concern.  From 2020 HANS devices 
will be required for CRSTs. Not enough competitors to make it viable going 
forward. Disappointed his Vision for the event didn’t work out. Suggest to run future 
BST every second year so it doesn’t compete with the COT. 
Ian Packard: Still has a job and would prefer a Friday start with the finish around 
midday Sunday. HRC membership has dropped from 45 down to 30 now. 
Rob and Starr Mifsud: Young people are needed, require an event that requires 
less officials, the road book was too complex, duty of care a concern with CRTSs, 
need an event that becomes well known, G. Wallis concept with simple navigation 
and a lot of gravel works well, marketing very important. Cannot continue to lose 
$2k for each BST. 
Mal Sinfield: The club shouldn’t run the BST with CRSTs if it loses money, a 
format similar to the former Duttons GP Rally over 4 nights before F1 with Sydney, 
Adelaide and Melbourne starts may be something to consider. 
Arthur Evans: CRSTs are too labour intensive, the Taree BST was good 
especially Dingo Tops, we could use forest roads but not as CRSTs, hold BST 
every 2nd year. Suggest simpler events like Graham Wallis runs - easy navigation, 
a lot of gravel roads and some speed 
Graham Thompson: The Taree BST was brilliant, we should run no CRST unless 
we have more starters, consider Monte Carlo starts with “Dingo Tops” type stages 
Barry Ferguson: BST is a good base but numbers are an issue.  Repco Re-run 
was successful as a “tour” type event with a good social side and generous late 
time – good filed of 48 cars.  Had less complex navigation and more enjoyment 
Peter Reed: BSTs have all been enjoyable but need more starters. CRC well 
supported in Masters and Apprentices but not always Tour. However 2 day Alpine 
Classic is well supported but not all the 1 day rallies are. If there is a Tour type 
BST, Peter will try again to promote the event to RACA members. 
Mike Batten: More competitors needed, could the event join with another event to 
replace CRSTs, e.g. AMSAG? (Answer – NO). Next year the HRC is running 2 
Navigation Assemblies (NAs) in conjunction with the CRC which should provide 
some income for the HRC. (Refer below) 



 

 

 
 

2. Work out future Black Stump Tour plans 
Agreed to hold next event in 2021 with no CRSTs but possibly some 
Khanacrosses. Aim to attract Tour competitors. 
Volunteers to help – Steuart Snooks, Rob Mifsud, Graham Thompson, Arthur 
Evans, Mike Batten and Mal Sinfield  
 

3. Plan 2020 Navigation Assemblies: 
1. Mal Sinfield - April 19th NA in Southern Highlands with CRC an invited club. Need 

to create a name for the event that is used each year so it becomes a recognised 
regular event. Peter Reed Secretary. Graham Thompson Checker 

2. Steuart Snooks - May 15th/16th NA - “Tour de Belle Campagne”. Also a round of 
the CRC Championship. Two day event, refer to Flyer. Arthur Evans to assist. 
 

4. 2019 NSW Repco Re-union, organised for Saturday 23rd November 2019 at Penrith. 
 Currently only 20 bookings – 70 is break even  

Dave to write a new flyer. Entries to close on 31st October. Then needs urgent 
promotion (Jayne Annabel - emails and Mal Sinfield - Facebook) 
Need to decide on 4th November if we can afford to run the function. 

 

5. Sporting Committee and Publicity Officer vacancies 
 Mal Sinfield volunteered to be Publicity Officer 
 Graham Thompson and Winton Brocklebank for Sporting Committee 
 
6. Action Items 

1. Barry to provide copies of Repco Re-Run Supp Regs and some Route instructions 
to Dave 

2. Mike to send 2019 CRC Hawkesbury Ramble financials to Mal 
3. Mike to circulate these Minutes to members 

 
Meeting Closed 12:55pm 


